A wide class of exact master equations for a multiple qubit system can be explicitly constructed by using the corresponding exact non-Markovian quantum state diffusion equations. These exact master equations arise naturally from the quantum decoherence dynamics of qubit system as a quantum memory coupled to a collective colored noisy source. The exact master equations are also important in optimal quantum control, quantum dissipation and quantum thermodynamics. In this paper, we show that the exact non-Markovian master equation for a dissipative N-qubit system can be derived explicitly from the statistical average of the corresponding non-Markovian quantum trajectories. We illustrated our general formulation by an explicit construction of a three-qubit system coupled to a non-Markovian bosonic environment. This multiple qubit master equation offers an accurate time evolution of quantum systems in various domains, and paves a way to investigate the memory effect of an open system in a non-Markovian regime without any approximation.
I. INTRODUCTION
A quantum open system, its temporal evolution governed by a master equation or a stochastic Schrödinger equation, has attracted a wide-spread interest due to its applications in various research fields such as nonequilibrium quantum dynamics, quantum control, quantum cooling, quantum decoherence and quantum dissipation [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . The quantum dynamics of an open system is commonly formulated in the system plus environment framework where the state of the open system is described by a reduced density operator. Typically, deriving the master equation governing the reduced density operator involves several important elements regarding fine details of the environment and the coupling between the system and environment. In the conventional quantum optics where the quantized radiation field is treated as an environment, the master equation for an atomic system weakly coupled to the radiation field is systematically derived, which applies Markov approximation and takes the standard Lindblad form (setting = 1) [13] ,
Here, H s is the Hamiltonian of the system of interest, and L i are a set of system operators called Lindblad operators which couple the system to the environment. An environment can bring about various physical phenomena to the open quantum system [12, 14] . For example, in the case of two-qubit system coupled to two local bosonic baths, a Markov environment typically induces both irreversible decoherence and disentanglement [15, 16] . However, the non-Markovian environment with a finite memory time can assist to regenerate quantum coherence and entanglement in the system [17] [18] [19] [20] . Some interesting physics induced by a non-Markovian environment has been studied extensively by employing an exact or an approximate non-Markovian master equation which has many experimental applications in quantum device, quantum information and quantum optics [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] .
In the case of non-Markovian open system, deriving a non-Markovian master equation is a notoriously difficult problem due to the lack of a systematic tool that is applicable to a generic open quantum system irrespective of the system-environment coupling strength and the environment frequency distribution. For a quantum system coupled to a bosonic or fermionic bath, a systematic method is formulated called non-Markovian quantumstate-diffusion method (QSD) or stochastic Schrödinger equation approach [26] [27] [28] . In the non-Markovian QSD method, the quantum dynamics represented by a stochastic differential equation is driven by a Gaussian type of process z * t . By construction, applying ensemble average on all possible stochastic processes, one can get the reduced density matrix of interested system. For many models, such as multilevel atom and multiple qubit system, the exact non-Markovian dynamics have been numerically studied by using the non-Markovian QSD approach [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] .
It is known that the Markov master equation for the open system may be derived from the corresponding stochastic unrevealing [14, [34] [35] [36] . There are also some examples in the non-Markovian case where the exact master equation can be recovered from the nonMarkovian QSD equation, but we need to point out that these works are derived in special conditions, such as single-spin system [29, 31, 33] or quantum Brownian motion [37, 38] . For a multiple qubit system, deriving exact master equations from the stochastic Schrödinger equation is still an open problem. In this paper, we present, for the first time, a generic exact master equation for multiple qubit dissipative system coupled to a non-Markovian bosonic bath. The methodology used in this paper can also be extended to a multilevel atomic system coupled to a quantized radiation field [39] . Our exact master equation provides a systematic tool in dealing with quantum coherence and optimal quantum control in a non-Markovian regime [40, 41] .
Our paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we introduce a three-qubit system and show the principle idea and the detail of analytical derivation of exact master equation for the three-qubit system. In Sec. III, we show some numerical simulation results by applying the new master equation approach. In Sec. IV, we start a general discussion on the derivation of the master equation for N-qubit system.
II. EXACT NON-MARKOVIAN MASTER EQUATION
An N-qubit system representing a carrier of quantum information or memory is assumed to be coupled to one or more dissipative environments described by a set of harmonic oscillators. To be specific, now we consider a three-qubit model to illustrate our method of deriving the exact master equation from the non-Markovian QSD equation for a multiple qubit system. More generic N-qubit model can be treated in a similar way. The total Hamiltonian for our three-qubit system coupled to a bosonic bath may be written as [8] ,
− , is the Lindblad operator coupling system to its environment, σ ± = (σ x ±iσ y )/2 are the creation (annihilation) operators for a qubit respectively, and b k (b † k ) is the annihilation (creation) operator of k th mode in the bosonic environment. Note that g k are the coupling constants between the system and its environment modes. For the case of zero temperature environment, the correlation function for the non-Markovian environment is given by α(t, s)
The non-Markovian diffusive stochastic Schrödinger equation is given by [27] 
where ψ t (z * ) is the pure stochastic wave function of the three-qubit system, and z * 
whereŌ(t, z * ) =´t 0 dsα(t, s)O(t, s, z * ). For the three-qubit system with dissipative coupling, the functional expansion of the O operator contains at most the two-fold noises [33] ,
where 
By equating the terms with the same order of noises for two sides of Eq. (6), a group of differential equations for O 0 , O 1 and O 2 are given by,
Meanwhile we collect the initial conditions for these operators,
With the exact O operator, the time-local QSD equation is explicitly determined. Below, we will show that an exact master equation can be derived from the exact nonMarkovian QSD equation.
B. Formal non-Markovian master equation
Our approach to the handling of non-Markovian open systems defined by (2) aims to deriving the exact nonMarkovian master equation from the corresponding linear QSD equation (3) . By design, the reduced density matrix ρ t may be recovered from the ensemble average over all quantum trajectories. As such, the formal nonMarkovian master equation can be written as,
where
, the above formal master equation can be reorganized as the following compact form,
From Eq. (8), it is clear that a corresponding nonMarkovian equation may be obtained if one can deal with the terms containing the ensemble average M[ŌP t ]. In fact, several exact master equations derived from quantum trajectories have been worked out, including a single two-level system, harmonic oscillator model etc. However, up to now, deriving an exact master equation for a N-qubit system from the non-Markovian stochastic differential equation is an unsolved problem. The major purpose of this paper is explicitly to show how to accomplish this goal using the three-qubit model as a typical example. For the three-qubit model considered in this paper,
Note that, there are two extra terms containing the ensemble averages over noise. Moreover, when we use Novikov-type theorem for the operator mean value, we should note that the time variables for the O operator are different from that for the stochastic density matrix P t . Hence, we have
where α i,j = α(s i , s j ). Clearly, all the terms on the righthand side of Eq. (9) still involve the statistical average over the noise. How to deal with these noisy terms is a crucial step of deriving the exact master equation for a multiple qubit O operator.
C. The derived exact master equation
To find the exact form of the term M[P tŌ † ], we recall the Eq. (6), and take a careful analysis on the structure of each term in O operator expansion. In the right side of Eq. (6), the highest order of noise, coming from the term [L †Ō , O], goes to fourth order. While the order of noise of the right side is up to the second order. These redundant terms provide a very important observation, named as "forbidden conditions", which take the following form for the three-qubit model,
Now we deal with the termM[P tŌ † ], and it is easy to eliminate several complex terms since they satisfy the "forbidden conditions". Thus the compact results in Eq. (9) are:
With above results, the closed form of ensemble average M[P tŌ † ] can be written explicitly as 
Finally we find the exact non-Markovian master equation for three-qubit system,
This exact non-Markovian master equation is the major result of this paper. In the following sections, we will apply our result to several interesting cases where the non-Markovian dynamics is studied by using our derived exact equation.
III. NUMERICAL CALCULATIONS
Below we study the non-Markovian quantum dynamics of three-qubit system. For simplicity, we use OrnsteinUhlenbeck noise depicted by the correlation function α(t, s) = γ 2 e −γ|t−s| . Although our master equation is universally valid for an arbitrary correction function, the advantage of choosing the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck noise is that we can control the single parameter γ to recover the Markov limit (γ → ∞) from a non-Markov regime.
In Fig. 1 , four initial states are chosen for three-qubit system. The entanglement dynamics of selected two qubits (the first and the second ones) is shown. Here we choose concurrence as the measurement of entanglement [42] . In Figs. 1 (a) and 1 (b), initially there is no entanglement between the two qubits. As the onset of the non-Markovian environment effects, the generation of entanglement is observed. Moreover, as shown in Fig. 1 , the degree of the generated entanglement depends sensitively on the value of the parameter γ. When γ = 0.4 reprinting a longer memory time, the degree of entanglement is almost five times than the case with γ = 1.5 which represents a more Markovian regime. In Figs. 1 (c) and 1 (d), the initial state of the three-qubit system is the maximally entangled for every two qubit pair. When γ = 0.4, we observe a typical behavior in non-Markovian regime, that is, it exhibits a stronger entanglement oscillation pattern compared with the case of γ = 1.5.
In Fig. 2 , the initial state between the first and the second qubits is Bell state, and the entanglement flow among three qubits are studied. In Figs. 2 (a) and 2 (c) , the system that is coupled to a non-Markovian environment exhibits a strong oscillation, and shows a symmetric pattern of the system dynamics. In particular, it shows that the entanglement shared by each pair moves forward and backward between two pairs periodically. In Figs. 2 (b) and 2 (d), when γ = 1.5, then the environment is close to the Markov limit, we see that the state drops to the final static state quickly as expected for a Markov regime. It is interesting to note that the entanglement that is present in one pair initially, will diffuse into three pairs eventually. As we known, in a two-qubit system coupling to environment, the Bell state (|10 − |01 ) / √ 2 preserves the quantum information. However, in Figs. 2 (b) and 2 (d), entanglement goes to constant after long time evolution, which shows the direct evidence that the quantum information is easier to be preserved in a threequbit system than in a two-qubit system. More importantly, the exact master equation for the multiple qubit systems will allow us systematically study the decoherence issues when the environmental noises are colored.
IV. GENERAL DISCUSSIONS ON THE EXACT MASTER EQUATION FOR AN N-QUBIT SYSTEM
In this section, we give some general discussions on the derivation of non-Markovian master equation for the Nqubit model, with
Since we have shown the formal master equation as Eq. 8 which is applicable for general case, so that the goal of deriving exact master equation is based on finding exact R(t). It is easy to prove that L (N +1) = 0. Note that, for a matrix polynomial, it means that each term has the same order N + 1, therefore, each term contains at least one zero factor σ Combining two conditions above, we arrive at our first conclusion that, for the N-qubit model considered in this paper, the highest order of noise is N − 1, which means that the O operator contains only finite terms. This is the basic conclusion on which our general discussion is based. On the other hand, in Eq. (6), the order of noise for both sides should match with each other. From the commutator relation [L †Ō , O], we have all O j O k terms with (j + k) ≥ N − 1 would go to zero, since the right side of Eq. (6) doesn't contain such order terms. Now we have a general conclusion for the "forbidden conditions":
Generally, one can get an explicit expression for M[P tŌ † ] after applying Novikov-style theorem for multiple times. We take one term of R(t) as example: where α i,j = α(s i , s j ). We can keep applying Novikov theorem and do the iteration calculation. With the "forbidden conditions" (12) , it is easy to see that the M[P tŌ † ] will eventually become noise free. Following this procedure, we can derive the general R(t) and exact master equation for a N-qubit system coupled to a non-Markovian environment.
V. CONCLUSION
We have provided a systematic approach to deriving non-Markovian master equations from the corresponding quantum state diffusion equations. Non-Markovian master equations for open quantum systems are of importance in describing quantum dynamics coupled to a non-Markovian environment. Our exact non-Markovian master equations provide a new method to handling the generic open quantum systems where the standard Markov assumption is not longer valid. For example, our derived N-qubit master equations would be useful in quantum control and quantum decoherence of quantum memory and quantum optics where the atomic systems are coupled to a high-Q cavity. Note that the quantum state diffusion equations can be formally established for a very wide class of problems in quantum open systems, therefore, our method is likely to be useful for many other applications.
